[Initial research of customized aberration correction with adaptive optics technique].
To analyze the effects of different wavefront-guided aberration ablation patterns on visual function using adaptive optics technique and explore the effective and feasible pattern of customized refractive surgery. Control study. Under dark condition, six volunteers'right eyes were fully dilated with 5 g/L phenyl ephedrine. The myopia and astigmatism were first fully corrected with optical lens, and then 100% contrast visual acuity of different wavefront correction patterns was detected using adaptive optics system in through a 6.0 mm pupil optical path. All of the eight different aberration correction strategies obtained excellent correction effect. On the basis of this correction, visual acuity test was performed. The results showed that all aberration correction strategies improved the visual acuity compared with static correction. Correction of high order aberrations and full correction of aberrations could obtain better visual acuity than that of only correction of low order aberrations. Correction of aberrations from second to third order and fourth order spherical aberration second only to full correction of aberration. As for low myopia patients, eliminating ocular high order aberrations could improve visual acuity. Correction of aberration from second to third order and fourth spherical aberration might be an effective and feasible pattern of customized refractive surgery.